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ABSTRACT 
Let A,x = ba be a consistent (but possibly unknown) linear algebraic system of m 
equations in n unknowns, with rank(A,J = k (likewise possibly unknown). Let Ax = b 
be a known (but possibly inconsistent) nearby system. Procedures for “solving” 
Ax = b usually replace it (at least in principle) by a nearby consistent system L& = 6 
of (hopefully) rank k, and solve that one instead. We consider consistent systems 
&= b’ with rank(A) = k such that (A,&) is the orthogonal projection of (A,b) on 
span(A) [i.e., the columns of (A j 6 ) are the projections of those of (A j b )]. Under 
suitable circumstances the rank k pair (A,@ nearest to (A,b) in the sense of 
minimizing 11 (A i & ) - ( A j b ) 11 F belongs to this class, as well as the pair delivered 
by the ordinary least squares method (if k = n <m), or, more generally, the pair 
delivered by a well-known algorithm (viz. HFI’I). If E: = I[( A j b ) - (A,, i b. )ljF, 
then the minimum length solutions of all systems Ax= 6 so related to (A,b) are 
shown to differ mutually only by O(E’). Tb’ is means, e.g., that it will usually not pay 
to compute the solution of the nearest system. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Least Squares Solutions of Inconsistent Systems 
If A and b are a given m x n matrix and m-vector and the linear 
algebraic system Ax= b is inconsistent, then one often resorts to the corre- 
sponding least squares problem Ax-b, i.e., one determines the vector x 
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which minimizes the functional 
XHI(AX_ bll,. (14 
This vector is uniquely determined if rank(A) = n; it is not if rank(A) <n, but 
then the one of minimum length is uniquely determined. 
As is well known, the vector x then satisfies Ax- 6, where & is the 
orthogonal projection of b on span(A), the linear space spanned by the 
columns of A. Thus the least squares approach amounts to replacing the pair 
(A, b) by a nearby con&tent pair (A, g), i.e. a pair for which 6~ span(A). 
1.2. Uncertainties in A and b 
Although this least squares approach may be rather reasonable if the 
given pair (A, b) is inconsistent only due to uncertainties in the elements of 
b, it is much less so if the elements of A, too, are subject to uncertainty. In 
the latter case it would be more reasonable to replace (A, b) by a nearby 
consistent pair (A”,g) in which the matrix i.s adjusted as well, and take 3i such 
that LG = 6. 
The case for adjusting A as well as b is even stronger if for the given pair 
(A, b) we have 
where (A,, b,) is a fixed consistent pair with rank(A,) = k <n and (6A,6b) is 
due to noise in the data. Then the least squares solution of AX= b depends 
discontinuously 0” 6A and 6b, and the simplest sensible thing to do is to find 
a rank k matrix A near to A and solve the least squares problem Ax-b. This 
again amounts to replacing (A, b)_by the consistent pair (A”, bj, b” the 
orthogonal projection of b on span(A). 
This is indeed what several numerical procedures are aiming at: using 
some tolerance parameter TJ they determine the so-called numerical or 
pseudo rank of A, which, computing accuracy permitting, will equal k if_SA 
is small enough and n is well chosen, and then deliver a nearby matrix A of 
this pseudo rank. 
1.3. The Generalized Least Squares Problem 
When one wishes to replace (A, b) by a nearby consistent pair (i, 6) with 
rank(A) = k, the idea naturally arises to take this pair nearest to (A, b) in 
some sense. 
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One obvious measure for the distance between (A”,g) and (A,b) is 
ll(A” i G)-(A i b )IIP where (A j b ) denotes the m X (n + 1) matrix ob- 
tained by adding b as (n + 1)st column to A, and I( .I) F denotes the Frobenius 
norm (cf. Sec. 3.1). Or, more generally, one might take ]I{( A j & ) - 
(A : b ))T%, where T is an (n + 1) X (n + 1) diagonal matrix whose ith 
diagonal element tii is related to the magnitude of the errors in the ith 
column of (A j b ) (e.g., ti equals the variance of the errors in the ith 
column). 
The problem to find for given A, b, k and T the vector P of minimum 
length satisfying & = b^, where (A,&) denotes the consistent pair with 
rank(i) = k nearest to (A, b) in the given sense, is called the generalized least 
squares problem. It is an essentially nonlinear problem which actually 
amounts to solving (at least partially) a matrix eigenvalue problem (cf. e.g., [4] 
and [6, §29.25]). 
1.4. The Purpose of This Paper 
In this paper we consider consistent pairs (A”, 6) with rank(i) = k such 
that (i, 6) is the orthogonal projection of (A, b) on span(i) [i.e., the columns 
of (A” i 6 ) are the projections of thoseof (A j b )]. Such pairs areobtained e.g. 
(1) for k = n-by th e ordinary least squares method, provided that rank(A) 
= n, and then A =A (cf. Sec. 1.1); 
(2) for k <n by the HFTI algorithm in [7, p. 811, provided that A is close 
enough to a rank k matrix; 
(3) for k <n by the generalized least squares method (cf. Sec. 1.3), 
provided that (A,b) is close enough to a consistent pair (A,,b,) with 
rank(A,) = k. 
Now suppose that (A, b) is only slightly inconsistent, say only O(E) away 
from a fixed consistent pair (A,, b,) with rank(AJ = k, and consider con- 
sistent pairs (A”,lY) with A” - A = O(E) and rank(x) = k, such that (A”, 6) is the 
orthogonal projection of (A, b) on span(A). Then we show that the minimum 
length solutions 2 of all systems XX= 6 so related to (A, b) mutually differ 
only by O(e2) (cf. Theorem 4.11). This means that in many cases it will not 
pay to find the true generalized least squares solution, but that the solution 2 
of A”x = b”, where (A”, &) is obtained by a suitable projection, will already be 
adequate. 
Moreover, if k = n, then the sole knowledge of such a solution f and the 
corresponding residue b-A? enables us to find a first order (in E) approxi- LI 1 
mation for (A, b), the consistent rank k pair nearest to (A, b). If k <n, we can 
only approximate b^ (cf. Corollary 5.12). 
As an additional result, we have gained a factor fi in a well-known 
bound for the difference of the pseudoinverses of two matrices of equal rank 
(cf. Theorem 3.14). 
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2. INTUITIVE APPROACH FOR THE CASE rank(A) = n 
If rank(A) = n, it is rather simple to demonstrate in an intuitive geometric 
way how it comes about that the ordinary and generalized least squares 
solutions differ only by O(E’), and this is what we are going to do now. 
Let us consider least squares problems Ax--b with (A, b) in an s-neigh- 
borhood of a consi$ent pair (A,, b,) (i.e.]]( A j b ) - (A, ! b, )I1 F GE), with 
rank(A,) = n. Let (A, b) be the consistent pair nearest to, (A, b) in the sense of 
Sec. 1.3 with T= I (for existence cf;. Sec. 5). Then ](A - A]]r GE, and for E 
small enough we will have rank(A) =_n. Furthermore (A, 6) will be the 
orthogonal projection of (A, b) on span(A) because of the simple geometrical 
fact that otherwise this projection would be a consistent pair nearer to (A, b). 
Thus & = 6 is the projection of b on span(A), and ix is the projection of Ax 
(cf. Fig. 1). Hence A? - & is the projection of the vector T = b - Ax. 
Since A - A^ = O(E) and rl span(A), we expect angle( r, span(d)) = n/2 + 
O(E), and hence the prpjection of r on span(A) has length O(.s)((r(]. Since r 
itself is O(E), we have A(?-- x) = 0(.s2). Since glb(& is bounded away from 0 
in the neighborhood of A,,, we have i - x= 0(e2), which is the desired 
Property* 
Perhaps the only part in this discussion whi_ch would require further 
clarification is the statement about angle(r,span(A)). This could be resolved 
in a number of ways, e.g., by considering angles between subspaces, or by 
constructing suitable orthonormal bases which differ elementwise O(E). 
The simplest way, probably, is to use generalized inverses (for some 
proper_ties cf. Sec. 3.3). Actually, AL+ is the orthogonal projec_to: on 
span(A), and AA + is the orthogonal projector on span(A). Since AA + - 
AA+ = O(E) (cf.[ll, Theorem 4.11) and AA+r=O, we have ]]A^i+rJ] = 
O(E)]] r]], which at once establishes the statement about the angle and about 
the length of the projection of T on span(A). 
Although this discussion was called “intuitive,” it will be clear that it 
actually constitutes a proof of the O(E’) property, though perhaps not a 
formally complete one. 
b 
FIG. 1. 
AX 
span(A) 
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3. SOME DEFINITIONS AND PROPERTIES 
3.1. Some Definitions 
By )I * I( we will always designate the et&dean vector norm and its 
associated matrix norm. 
By ]]*]]r we designate the Frobenius matrix norm: ~~(~,)~~,=(~~a~~~“)‘~~. 
The singular values of an m X n matrix P will be denoted in &xrmsing 
order by u1(P),u2(P), . . . . By $(P) we shall denote [Zi>ku~(P)]‘/2. Then 
IIPII = al(P). IlPll,= 4(P). 
A matrix-vector pair (P,q) will be said to have rank k if the matrix 
( P i q ) has rank k, and to be con&tent if q E span( P). Hence (P,q) is a 
consistent rank k pair iff rank(P) = rank(( P j q)) = k. Occasionally we shall 
identify a pair (P,q) withitsmatrix(Pj q). 
3.2. Near and Nearest Matrices of Given Rank 
The following theorem is well known (cf.[S] and [8; Theorem 6.71): 
THEOREM 3.1. Let P be a matrix of rank p whose nonzero singular 
values are u1 > a2 > * * . > up. Then 
(a) For given q, 0 <q < p, there exists a matrix Q of rank q which 
minimizes the functional QI+ I] Q - P (1 F; for any such Q the properties (b), 
(4, (4, (e) hold: 
(b) Q"(Q-P)=O, (Q-P)QH=O, vr in geometrical terms: the columns 
of Q are the orthogonal projections of the columns of P on span(Q), and 
likewise for the rows. 
(4 lIQ-f’ll~=~~+D’)~ 
(d) The nonzero singular values of Q are ul,. . . , uq. 
(e) P and Q have a simultaneous singular value decomposition, i.e., 
there exist unitay matrices U and V such that 
P= U*diag(u, ,..., ur,O,...).VH, Q= U.diag(ui ,..., uq,O ,... ).VH. 
(f) Q is uniquely determined iffq=O or q=p or ~~>a~+~. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let P and Q be two matrices of the same dimensions. 
Then 
(4 Id’) - %(Q)I < IF- Q II; 
@) b%(P)- %(Q)l < IF- Q llc 
(c) if I/P-Q]] <u,(P), then rank(Q)>k; 
(d) if ]]P-Q]]F<6k(P). then rank(Q)>k. 
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Proof. For (a) cf. [7, Theorem (5.7)]. For (b) define for the moment s(P) 
as the vector (u,(P), u~+~(P),...)~, s(Q):=(u~(Q),~+~(Q),...)~. Then 
(for the latter inequality cf. [7, Theorem (5.10)]). 
Properties (c) and (d) follow right away from (a) and (b), respectively. n 
3.3. Generalized Inverses 
For any m X n matrix P we denote by P + its generalized inverse (cf., e.g., 
[2]) and list a few of its properties which we are going to use: 
PROPERTY 3.3. PP+P=P, P+PP+=P+. 
PROPERTY 3.4. (PP+)H= PP+, (p+p)H= p+p, (P”)+=(p+)H=:p+H 
for short. 
PROPERTY 3.5. span( P ‘) = span( P”), ker( P ‘) = ker( P”). 
PROPERTY 3.6. PP + = orthogonal projector on span(P). 
PROPERTY 3.7. P +P= orthogonal projector on span(PH). 
PROPERTY 3.8. IIPP+Il,(lP+PJl,llz-PP+lI,II~-P+PII < 1. 
PROPERTY 3.9. P +P = I iff rank(P) = n. 
PROPERTY 3.10. For any vector q, P+q is the minimum length least 
squares solution of Px-q; denoting this solution by x, then P+Px= x. 
PROPERTY 3.11. If rank(P)= k, then JIP+(\ = u,(P)-‘. 
PROPERTY 3.12. Zf IlP+(( ]IQ-P\]<l, then rank(Q)>rank(P). 
PROPERTY 3.13. If rank(Q)<rank(P) ad (IP+(IIIQ-PII<L then 
rank(Q)=rank(P) and IIQ’II =C IIP’II/P- IIP+II IIQ-PII)+ 
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3.4. A Perturbation Theorem 
Let P and Q be m x n-matrices with the same rank. Then P + and Q + 
are near when P and Q are near. We want to estimate I] Q + - P+ IIF in terms 
of IIQ-PIIF. S UC h an estimate is contained in Wedin [ll] (and quoted by 
Stewart [lo]), along with results for more general norms. 
Using a slightly different analysis of this problem (more symmetric in 
rows and columns), we found we could gain a factor fi and get a best 
possible bound. This is shown below. We note, however, that the same result 
could also be obtained by just a slight change in Wedin’s proof, viz. by 
replacing, in his formula (4.15), the factor ]]T]lE by l)TA+AJIE, which is 
allowed, considering where this factor comes from. 
THEOREM 3.14. Let P and Q have the same dimensions and rank. Then 
~IQ+-P+I~F~IIP+~II~Q+~IIIQ-P~~F~ (3.1) 
Proof. Let 
El, :=QQ+(Q-P)P+P=-Q(Q+-P+)P, 
E 12:=QQ+(Q-P)(Z-P+P)=Q(Z-P+P), 
E,,:=(Z-QQ+)(Q-P)P+P=-(z-QQ+)P, 
E 22:=(Z-QQ+)(Q-P)(Z-P+P)=0. 
Then, using repeatedly that 1) U+ V]]:= (( VI];+ (1 VI& if VHV=O or WH= 
0, we have 
Q-P= 2 Eli, 
i,i 
]]Q-P112F= 2 II&/II%* (3.2) 
i,j 
Similarly, let 
F,,:=Q+Q(Q+-P+)PP+=-Q+(Q-P)p+, 
F,,:=Q+Q(Q+-P+)(Z-PP+)=Q+(z-PP+), 
F21:=(Z-Q+Q)(Q+-P+)PP+= -(I-Q+Q)P+, 
F,:=(Z-Q+Q)(Q+-P+)(Z-PP+)=O. 
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Then 
Q + - P + = x Fii, IQ+-P+llt= ~ll~ill~. (3.3) i,i i,i 
We now estimate the Z$ in terms of the Eii. Since F,, = - Q +EllP+, we 
have (using that II WIF < II UII II VllF) 
IIFuIIF< IIP+II IIQ’II IIJWF. 
Using the fact that for orthogonal projectors U and V of the same rank 
there holds ]](Z- U)V]],= I] U(Z- V)]], (cf.[ll, Lemma 4.1]‘), we have 
hence 
Using these estimates, (3.1) follows from (3.3) and (3.2). 
REMARK 3.15. Simple examples like 
show that the bound (3.1) is best possible and involves I) P + 1) and I( Q + I] in 
the correct combination. 
REMARK 3.16. The estimate for ]I Q + I( in Property 3.13 enables us to 
express the bound in (3.1) in terms of IIP+I( and IIP-QIIF only. 
‘In [II] it is stated that ll(I- U)Vll= 11 U(l- V)ll f or arbitrary unitarily invariant norms. 
For the F-norm the result is contained in Afriat [l]; its proof then simply consists in expressing 
the F-norms in terms of traces, and using some properties of traces. 
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4. ENFORCING CONSISTENCY BY ORTHOGONAL PROJECTION 
4.1. Definition and Examples 
Let (A&) be a pair with dimensions mX(n,l). Let E ECmxm be an 
orthogonal projector onto a k-dimensional subspace VcC”. Then we shall 
say that the pair (A”,&) : =E(A,b) is obtained from (A,b) by orthogonal 
projection. 
Obviously (A”,g) has rank <k, but it is not necessarily consistent. If 
rank(x) = k, however, the p air is consistent, and span(A) = V= span(E). 
Moreover, since then E = g + , we have &=A”A”+b; hence A”‘b’=i+b (cf. 
Property 3.3), and the solution set of the consistent system A”3; = 6 coincides 
with the set of least squares solutions of &z-b. 
Projections leading to consistent rank k pairs can be characterized in the 
following way. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (A, b) and (A”, 6) be pairs with the same dimensions. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) There exists an orthogonal projector E with rank k such that 
(a) sp_a+) n (span(A))‘- = (0); 
(b) (Ab)=E(A,b) 
(2) (a) (Al,&) is a consistent rank k pair; 
(b) iH(A-A”, b-6)=0. 
Proof. We first observe that, if E is an orthogonal projector such that 
A”= EA, then 
(la) w rank(AHE)=rank(E) w rank(A”)=rank(E) 
ti span(A”)=span(E) w E=u+. 
Now let (1) hold. Then from (la) span(i)=span(E), and since 6~ 
span(E), (2a) follows. Since (A -i, b - 6) = (I- E)(A, b) and AH(Z- E) = 
AH(Z- xA”+) = 0, (2b) also follows. 
If, conversely, (2) holds, we take E : = u+. Then E is an orthogonal 
projector with rank k, and from (2b) it follows readily that (lb) holds. The 
first sentence of this proof now shows the validity of (la). n 
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If A is close enough to a rank k matrix A,, then orthogonal projection of a 
pair (A,b) on a k-dimensional subspace close enough to span(A,) yields a 
consistent pair (x,6) for which A” is close to A. This is the substance of the 
following theorem: 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A, have rank k, E be an orthogonal projector, (A, b) 
be a pair with A = A,, + 6A and (A”, 6) : = E(A, b). Zf E and 6A satisfy 
IIE-4,&+ II ll4,ll + II~AII <E -+@o), (4.1) 
then the pair (A”,g) is a con&tent rank k pair and ]]A”-A]] <E. 
Proof. From (4.1) we have IIE - A,Ac 11 <u,(A,J/]]A,,]] < 1; hence 
(cf. [lo, Theorem 2.31) rank(E)= rank(A,A,+) = k and therefore rank& <k. 
Furthermore ]]~-A,,]] = )]E(A,+SA)-A,]] = ]](E-A,A~)A,+E6A]] <E< 
uk(AO), implying rank(L) > k. Hence rank(x)= k and therefore span(i)= 
span(E). Since 6 E span(E), (A”,&) is consistent. Finally, ]]A”-A]]= 
ll(E- Z)(A,+6A)I(=(I(E-A,A,+)A,-(I-E)6AII GE. n 
In the following two examples we discuss projectors E of practical 
importance. 
EUMPLE 4.3. If rank(A) = n and we want a consistent rank n pair, then 
we may take E =AA+, in which case A”=A, g=AA+b, i.e., 6 is just the 
projection of b on span(A). This is the full rank least squares case. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. For any given matrix A we may write 
A+QR=( Q1 ; Q2) 
where II E @“x” is a permutation matrix, Q E Px” has orthonormal col- 
umns, R E Cnx” is upper triangular, QIECmxk and R,,ECkxk. 
If rank(A) > k, then we may choose II so that R,, is regular (Golub and 
Businger [5]). Then 
A":=Q,Q,HA=Q~(R~~ / R,,)rF (4.3) 
is a rank k approximation to A, and for any b EC”, (A”,Q,QFb) is a 
consistent rank k pair obtained from (A, b) by orthogonal projection onto the 
span of the first k columns of AIL 
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If, in particular, A = A, + SA, where A,, has rank k and &A is small 
WAll+W44~ th en b y a judicious choice of II we may obtain an A” of rank 
k that is near to A. Lawson and Hanson have implemented this idea in their 
procedure HFTI (cf. [7, p.811). Using their Theorem (6.31) (ascribed to 
Faddeev, Kublanovskaya and Faddeeva) it can be shown that 
IIA -A”llF ~Ch+,+,(A) (C(nJdll~All, (4.4) 
where C(n,k):=3-‘(n- k)‘/2(4k+1+6k+5)1/2. 
Hence this algorithm (which is noniterative, involving only rational 
operations and square roots) affords a rigorous a priori bound for ]]A - 
i]]/l]SA]l (with a disappointingly large numerical factor C(n,k), however). 
Concerning this algorithm we note that in [7, Theorem (6.31)], the 
assumption that all column vectors of A have unit euclidean length is 
superfluous. This is of importance because with respect to the column 
interchange strategy in HIT1 it stands to reason to scale the columns in such 
a way that they all have about the same (absolute) uncertainty (i.e. take 
AT - ‘, where T - ’ is a matrix as mentioned in Sec. 1.3). If that is done, then 
(4.4) applies to the scaled matrices, not to the original ones. One should 
remember, however, in the case k <n to undo this scaling after the column 
interchanges if the minimum length solution is sought. 
4.2. Perturbation Results 
Let (A,, b,) be a consistent rank k pair, and let x0 : = AZ b,, so b, = A,x,, 
Let 
(Ah) = (A,,b,) + (SAJb). (4.5) 
Let E be an orthogonal projector with rank k such that E(A,b) is a consistent 
rank k pair, and let 
(A”, 6): = E(A, b), A/i:=A-A”, f: =A”+b: 
Then we have E=A”A”+, A”*AA”=O and ?=A”+b (cf. Theorem 4.1). 
LEMMA 4.5. With the notation introduced above and 
r,-,:=b-AxO=6b-6Ax,,, (4.7) 
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we have 
~=xo+++ro-(z-LK+A”)xo (4.8) 
=x,+A^+~,,+(Z-~+~)[A,+(GA-AA”)]~~,, (4.9) 
b-Ai=(Z-iA”+)r,-AA”( (4.10) 
Proof. From Eb = &= L% and E A = A” we have 
Er,=E(b-Ax,,)=&M,,). 
Since A”+E = A”+ and i+i? = 2, it follows that 
which is equivalent to (4.8). 
In a similar way we have 
(I-E)r,=(Z-E)[b-AI+A(f-x,)]=b-A32+AA”(r-x,,), 
which is (4.10). 
Since x0 Espan(AE) (cf. Properties 3.5 and 3.10) and span(LH) 
= ker(Z- A”+A”), the last term in (4.8) must involve a factor (A”-- AJH. 
Indeed, using Properties 3.10 and 3.4, 
= -(z-~+~)[A,+(~A-AA”)]~x,. 
This proves (4.9). 
REMARK 4.6. If k = n, then A”+A” = I, which simplifies the expressions for 
x. 
REMARK 4.7. If k = n, we may choose E = AA+, in which case we 
obtaini=A, AA”=O, 3i=AAb=xO+A+r0, b-A?=(Z-AA+)r,. This is the 
ordinary least squares approach for the full rank situation. 
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REMARK 4.8. Since it follows from (t.6) and Property 3.5 that A”+ AA” 
=O, we may expect that the term AZ AA in (4.9) is small of second order, 
and this implies that the first order terms in ?-- x0 only depend on Sb and 
&A, not on AA”. This is elucidated in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.9. Let (x,6) and (A”‘,@) be consistent rank k pairs obtained 
from (A,b) by orthogonal projection, and define i=A”+b”, S=i’+b’. Then, 
with the notation introduced above, and AA”’ : = A -A”‘, we have 
&g++ -k+)r,+(A”+A”-2+2)x, (4.11) 
and 
][Z-Z’]] <(u21]AA”--AA”‘IIF[ l/roll + ~~~~ll~~ll~II~~‘ll~ll~oll]~ (4.12) 
with 
a : =max(]]A”+ 11, ]]A”‘+ 11) 
’ l-IIAO’II 
IIAO’II 
max(llAA”-6AIl,llA~-6AI)) ’ 
whenever the o!enominator of the lust expression is positive. 
Proof. The relation (4.11) follows trivially from (4.8). We already know 
-+ how to estimate (IA -A”‘+ I] (cf. Theorem 3.142. Now we wish to estimate 
I]A”+A”-A”‘+2(]. We note that A”+ AA"=A"'+ AA’=0 [cf. (4.6) and Property 
3.51. Now starting off with a well-known relation for orthogonal projectors of 
the same rank (cf. [lo, Theorem 2.3]), we have 
IIA”+li-A”~+A”III = llA”‘A”(Z-A”“A”‘)II = llfi’(fLq(Z-A”‘+A”‘)II 
< ]lA”+(A”-/?)]I= llA”+(AA”‘-A&= ]IA”+AA”‘I] 
=II(A”+-A”‘+)AA”‘)(<JIA”+-A”‘+)IIlAA”’II. 
Since A” and A”’ occur symmetrically we have, finally, 
]]A”+A”-A”I+A”I]] =G ]li’-~+(Jmin(]lAA”]], ]lAA”I]I). (4.13) 
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Hence we have from (4.11) 
lli- f’ll < lli’ -z+ll[ lid +mi4llA~II, Il~~ll)ll~oll]~ (4.14) 
from which (4.12) immediately follows, using (3.1). 
The bound for (Y follows from Property 3.13. 
REMARK 4.16. The formula (4.13) contains the remarkable result that 
]]i+A”-A”I+A”‘]] = 0(.s2) if SA, AA” and AA”’ are O(E). This means in fact that 
the angle between the nullspaces of A” and A”’ is 0(.s2). 
From Theorem 4.9 we have [using (4.7)] the result mentioned in Sec. 1.4: 
THEOREM 4.11. Let ]](SA i 6b)ll,<e, IIAA”IIF<e9 llAA”‘ll,<~ with E 
< ;]]A: ]I-‘. Then z-- ?‘= 0(.s2). More specifically, 
REMARK 4.12. The bounds in (4.12) and (4.15) have an a priori character 
in view of their containing the quantities x0 and ra. However, looking at their 
proofs and at (4.8), we note that x,, may be an arbitrary vector, provided we 
take r,,= b-Ax,,. Thus we may as well use (4.11) with i instead of x,, and 
r”: = b -AS instead of rO: 
(4.16) 
Hence in estimates like (4.12) we may replace r,, and x,, by F and i. Since 
also the quantity (Y may be bounded in terms of A”+, AA” and AA”‘, we obtain 
instead of (4.12) a bound for ]]3i- i’]] w ic involves only factors that can be h:h
computed from the least squares system Ax = b, provided bounds for AA” and 
AA”’ are known. 
We now want to derive a first order perturbation formula for 2. There- 
fore we consider the projector E, : = A,A$. Then &, : = Z&A = A,(Z+ 
AiSA). If we assume that ](6A]] < ]]A: I(-‘, then I+ AC 6A is regular; hence 
span(&) = span(A,), E, = A,Ai = &&+ , & - A,, = E,SA and A&,: = A - & 
= (I- E,) 6A, implying that AZ AA,, = 0. Thus we find from (4.9) for ?,,: = 
&+z;,: 
za=x,,+Aa ,, -+r +(Z-&+&)(A,,+GA)Hx,. (4.17) 
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Then we have 
THEOREM 4.13. Let /)6All< I/AZ 11-‘. Then with the above notation, 
II%--011 Q,(ll~oll+ ll6All Il~oll), (4.18) 
II~~-x~-AO+TO-(Z--A,+A,)(A~+GA)~~,II ~~%W,(ll~oll +lWII IId) 
(4.19) 
with 
~o~=~~~ll~~Il~ll~b+II~ < 1_ ll~~l’~l&ll . 
0 
Proof The estimate (4.18) follows trivially from (4.17). In order to prove 
(4.19) we rewrite (4.17) as 
In order to estimate A”,+i, - AGA, we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 
4.9 and have 
Ildb’tl,-A,+A,(I = I&,+~o(Z-Ao+Ao)JI 
=Ildb’(~o-Ao)(Z-A,+Ao)II < ll&+ll IIW. 
Using this and (3.1) now yields (4.19). n 
REMARK 4.14. If (x,6) is a consistent rank k pair, obtained from (A,b) 
by orthogonal projection, and 3i: =A”+& then ?--x0 may be estimated by 
combination of (4.15) and (4.18), and ?- x0-Azr,-(I-AzA,)(AG SA)Hxo 
may be zstimated by (4.15) and (4.19). Notably we have: if I]( SA i 6b )llF GE 
and IIAAIIF<e, E<$IIAO+II-~, then 
(4.20) 
where now G:=maxIIA,+II, I/~~/, llA”‘II) < IIA~II/(~-~E(IA~II). 
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This result shows most clearly that, to first order, x” does not depend on 
the choice of the k-dimensional subspace span(A), provided AA -O(e). 
Similarly we have 
b-AZ=(I--AaAO+)r,+secondorder. (4.21) 
5. NEAREST CONSISTENT PAIRS OF GIVEN BANK 
S.1. Existence of Nearest Consistent Pairs 
If (A,b) is a given pair of rank p, then for any k, 0 <k < p, there exists a 
,. I 
rank k pair (A, b) which is nearest to (A, b) in the sense of the Frobenius 
distance ]](A j b )-(A” i G)llF. H owever, this nearest pair need not be 
consistent, and indeed, a nearest consistent pair of rank k need not exist. 
This is rather obvious for k=p, but that it may also happen for k <p is 
shown in the following example. 
EXAMPLE 5.1 (cf. also Golub [4, p. 3291). Let 
(A i b)=((: ;)< 
Then 2 and 1 are the singular values of this matrix, and thus the nearest rank 
1 matrix Q is uniquely determined [cf. Theorem 3.1(f)], and 
Thus the rank 1 pair (A,@ nearest to (A, b) is uniquely determined and is 
not consistent. But rank 1 matrices like 0 0 
( 1 
show that there are con- 
s 8, 
sistent rank 1 pairs in every neighborhood of (A, b), and hence there can be 
no nearest consistent rank 1 pair;thus, on the set of all consistent rank 1 pairs 
the distance from (A,b) has only an infimum, not a minimum. 
This example can obviously be generalized to arbitrary dimension and 
rank. Also, it is generally true that (as is the case in this example) if no 
nearest consistent rank k pair exists, there are consistent rank k pairs in any 
neighborhood of the nearest rank k pair; this is the subject of the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let (A,b) have rank p. For gi_vT k, O<k< p, let S 
denote the set of all consistent rank k pairs. Let (A, b) be the rank k pair 
nearest to (A,b). Then inf (A,,boEs]](A’ i b’)-(AI i &)]],=O. 
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Proof. We need only look at the cask tha,t rank(A)= k- 1. Now take 
u~ker(i), ]]u]]=l, and consider Ae:=A+ebuH. Then A=A,(Z-uuH); 
hence span(d) ~span(A,). Since g@span($ and &~span(AJ, we have 
rank(A,) = k and (A,,6) E S for e#O. n 
COROLLARY 5.3. Zf s denotes the set of all rank k pairs, then 
However, under suitable conditions nearest consistent pairs of given rank 
do exist, as is seen from the following theorem. Here !J2,(P) denotes the set of 
matrices Q with I/Q- PIIFG~. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let (A,,b,) be a consistent rank k pair. Let (A,b) E 
SJ2,(A,,b,,), E<~cQ(AJ. Then there*eTists a consistent rank k pair (A,&) 
nearest to (A,b), and there holds (A,b) EQ2,(A,b). 
Proof. Obviously a rank k pair (A,b^) nearest to (A, b) belongs to 
Qt,(A, b), since (A,b,) EO,(A, b). Hence A E &(A,), and thus rank(i) = k (cf. 
Theorem 3.2(d)). 
THEOREM 5.5. Let (A,b) have rank >k, let A’ have rank k, and let d 
denote the distance between b and span(A’). Zf one of the conditions 
JIA’-A)/2,+d2<6k(A)2, (54 
6~(A’)2-26~(A’)IIA’-AIIF-d2>0 (5.2) 
is satisfied, then there exists a consistent rank k pair (A^$) nearest to (A,b). 
Proof. Assume (5.1). If b’ is the projection of b on span(A’), then (A’, b’) 
is a consistent pair, and (A’,b’)EJZ,(A,b) with E~=IJA’-A~&+~~<~~(A)~. 
yence the nearesi rank k pair (A, 6) must belong to &A, b), and therefore 
A E&(A). Thus A has rank k (cf. Theorem 3.2). The condition (5.2) implies 
(5.1): from Theorem 3.2(b), we have +(A) >&(A’)- (]A’-A]],>0 [cf. (5.2)]. 
Squaring this inequality and using (5.2), we have ]]A’- A I]“, + d2 < ($(A’) - 
]]A’-A]]F)2<GJA)2. n 
REMARK 5.6. In the context of this paper Theorem 5.5, in particular 
with the condition (5.2), is more practicable than Theorem 5.4, since it uses 
only quantities which are known in principle. 
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REMARK 5.7. Theorems 5.4 and 5.5 remain true if all Frobenius norms 
are replaced by 2-norms (also in the definition of fG?J and 4 is replaced by a,. 
5.2. Res$p for Nearest Consistent Pairs 
Let (A, b) be a rank k pair nearest to (A, b) in the sense of the Frobenius 
distance, and write 
(A,~)=(A^,@+(A&AI$. 
Then from Theorem 3.1 we have 
(5.3) 
A”AA^=O, AHAg=O, (5.4) 
Affd”+AgG”=O. (5.5) 
Obviously, (5.4) is equivalent to 
LEMMA 5.8. (A^,&) is obtained from (A, b) by orthogonul proiection. 
In view of Lemma 5.8 we may apply the results of Sec. 4.2 with (A, 6) as 
(A”‘,@). As an application of Theorem 4.11 we have 
THEOREM 5.9. Let the assumptions about (A,, b,), (A, b),_(A”,G) made at 
the beginning of Sec. 4.2 hoM. Let I[( SA \ Sb )IIF<e, \IAAIIr<e with E 
< i [IA: 11-l. Then (i,6) is consistent, and 1: = A +& satisfies 
ll1s-i(l62& a 2 ‘(j/GiF + Ihll) (5.6) 
with a = IIA:ll/(l-WlA,+II)~ 
Proof. Since (A,, b,) has Frobenius distance at most E from (A, b) and is 
a consi:tent rank k pair, we certainly hav,e ll(Ai \ A 6 )I1 F <E. C?nsequently 
(IA,--AlI, < 2~ <uk(AO), and thus rank(A)= k, implying that (A,b) is con- 
sistent. Now (5.6) follows right away from (4.15). a 
Thus, by solving a consistent rank k pair (A”,&) near (but not nearest) to 
(A,b) we can obtain an 0(.s2) approximation to P, and hence also to 
i-b-A?. 
The next theorem shows that (5.5) implies a close relationship between 
Ag, AA, f and F, from which it will be possible to obtain 0(e2) approxima- 
tions to A& and, if k= n, to AA. 
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THEOREM 5.10. If _(A, 6) is a consistent rank k p&r nearest to a given 
pair (A,b) and ?=A+b, r^=b-Ai, then 
Proof. From (5.5) we have 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
which is essentially the latter formula in (5.7). The former formula now 
follows from 
[in the second step consistency and in the last step (5.8) has been used]. n 
REMARK 5.11. If k = n, then d’A = I; hence in this case (AL,A&) can be 
expressed entirely in terms of i and 2, viz 
This result is in accordance with Theorem 3.1(c) (with p = n + 1, 9 = n), since 
it is easily shown that /[(AK : &)/IF= ]]i]]/(l+]]3]]2)‘/2 is a singular value 
of(Ai b)aswellasof(Aij A&)with-xHj I)HandT1as(unnormal- 
ized) right and left singular vectors. Compare also Golub [4] for another 
approach for the case k = n. 
COROLLARY 5.12. Zf the assumptions of Theora* 5.9 are satisfied, then 
4=2+O(e2), i=*F+O(e2) with F:=b-Ai. Hence Ab=(1+]]3i]]2)-1?+O(e2) 
and, if k= n, AA = - (l+ ]]x’]12)-‘EH + O(e2). 
REMARK 5.13. Until now we have only considered nearest pairs in the 
sense of the Frobenius distance, i.e., in terms of Sec. 1.3, the case T- aZ, a a 
S&U. 
Since orthogonal projection commu\es_with column scaling, the formula 
(5.4) and Lemma 5.8 remain valid if (A, b) is nearest to (A, b) in the sense 
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that Il(A/i i 8 )T% is minimal, where T is a matrix as in Sec. 1.3. Hence 
the observation following Lemma 5.8 applies also to nearest pairs in this 
sense (nevertheless, Theorem 5.9 needs adjustment if T#aZ, since then 
llAi/lF <E is not implied). 
If T#aZ we get instead of (5.5) 
AA*i;-2AAH+7-aA&b^H=~ (5.10) 
with ‘? = diag( t Il,‘.‘)tnn),7=tn+l,n+l. 
This means that then the proof of Theorem 5.10 is no longer valid. Now 
one might observe that for 
(1) k = n, T arbitrary nonsingular, 
(2) k<n, T=aZ, 
we can easily adapt theorem and proof. However, these are just the 
uninteresting cases, since it is then allowed to scale matrix and right hand 
side beforehand, i.e. to consider the pair (A?-‘,r-lb) and apply to this pair 
the procedures and theory developed for T= Z (the actual problem in the 
case k <n, +#aZ is that for a rank k matrix P the generalized inverse of I?? 
is, in general, unequal to f - ‘P + ). 
5.3. Perturbation formulae 
If, as before, (A,, b,) is a consistent rank k pair and (A, b)= (A,, b,) + 
(SA,Sb), where (SA, Sb) is of order E, say, we might wish to approximate the 
best rank k approximation (AA, 6) to (A, b) in terms of A,, b,,6A, Sb. Since 
(Ai i A& ) can be found from the last n - k + 1 singular values and vectors 
of (A j b ), and (A j b ) is close to (A, i b, ), whose n - k + 1 last singular 
values are zero, we may use the perturbation theory for the singular value 
decomposition (Stewart [9]). However, first order approximations for (A,&) 
3an be readily derived from the results obtained so far. 
THEOREM 5.14. Let (A,, b,) be a co-yetent rank k pair, (A, b) = (A,,, b,) 
+(SA,Sb) with II( SA i 6b )llF GE, and (A,b) the rank k pair nearest to (A,b) 
(which is unique and consistent if E < i ]]A: I] -l; cf. Theorem 5.4). Then, if 
x0= A,+ b,, 
d_b +6b_ (Z-A,A,+)(~b-~Ad +O(E2) 
- 0 
I + lI~ol12 
(5.11) 
A_A +sA+ V-AoA,+)(~b-~A~okti’ 
- 0 
1+ ll~ol12 
(5.12) 
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Proof. Since 6 = b,, + 6b - A&, (5.11) follows from Theo_rem 5.10 
together with (4.10) and (4.7). Similarly we have A =A,,+ SA -AA, in which 
the component_ AiA +A follows again from Th*m_rem ?.lO. In order to 
approximate AA (I - A^ +A) we observe that (I - A A + )(AA - &A)( I - ACA,) 
= (I - AA^ +)(A,, - R)( I - AZA,,) = 0. Hence, since A + Ai = 0, r\A (I - A^ +A) 
= (I- AcA$) 6A (I- A$A,) + O(E’), Now (5.12) follows directly. n 
REUARK 5.15. The formulae (5.11) and (5.12) may be combined to 
(A”/ g)=(A,: 6,)+(&A j 6b)-(I-A,A,+)(6A j Sb) 
X -----L 
(5.13) 
We note that I- A,Az = I- (A, i b, )( A, i b, )’ is the orthogonal projec- 
tor on ker (A:) = ker ((A c i b, )“). The factor between curly braces can be 
shown to be equal to I- (A, j b, )‘( A, j b,, ), i.e. the orthogonal projector 
on ker(( A, i b, )). Th’ is result can also be found by elaboration of Stewart’s 
results on perturbations of the singular value decomposition [9, $61. 
REMARK 5.16. First order perturbation formulae for Af and r^: = b - A? 
are implied in (4.20) and (4.21). 
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